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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

More than 769 athletes have collapsed on the 8eld during a game from March 2021 to March 2022.

The shocking statistic was revealed by One America News Network (OAN), which also found the

average age of the athletes who suffered cardiac arrest is just 23 years old.  The unprecedented

surge in cardiac arrest and other heart issues among elite athletes coincides with the rollout of

COVID-19 jabs.

The Miami Open made headlines in early April 2022 after 15 players — all of whom had reportedly

received COVID-19 injections  — dropped out. Among them were favorites Paula Badosa and Jannik

Sinner. Badosa left the court in tears after becoming unwell, and Sinner’s opponent said he saw him

“bend over” on the court, noting “it was very strange.”  Even the fans were confused, with one

stating, “What is going on?”

As Pearson Sharp of OAN explained, “These are just two of more than 769 athletes who have

collapsed during a game, on the 8eld, over the last year.” He continued:

“How many 23-year-old athletes were collapsing and suffering heart attacks before this

year? Do you know any 23-year-old people who had heart attacks before now? And these

are just the ones we know about. How many have gone unreported? Nearly 800 athletes —

young, Gt people in the prime of life — falling down on the Geld. In fact, 500% more soccer

players in the EU are dropping dead from heart attacks than just one year ago.

Coincidence? When the PGzer vaccine is known to cause heart inQammation? No. In fact,

many doctors treating these players list their injuries and deaths as being directly caused

by the vaccine … This is not a coincidence.”

VAERS May Not Show the Whole Picture

As of April 1, 2022, the Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS), which is where adverse

events caused by COVID-19 jabs in the U.S. are supposed to be collected, lists 26,693 deaths along

with 147,677 hospitalizations in association with the COVID-19 shot.  There are also 13,677 heart

attacks and 38,024 cases of myocarditis (ineammation of the heart muscle) and pericarditis

(ineammation of the tissue sac surrounding the heart).

Myocarditis and pericarditis cause symptoms such as chest pain, shortness of breath and a

euttering or pounding heart. Cases have occurred most often after mRNA COVID-19 injections

(P8zer-BioNTech or Moderna), particularly in male adolescents and young adults, according to the

CDC. Further, myocarditis occurs more often after the second injection, usually within a week.

Past investigations have shown only between 1%  and 10%  of adverse reactions are ever reported

to VAERS, which is a passive, voluntary reporting system, so the actual number could be much

higher. Kyle Warner is one athlete who 8led a VAERS report about his own health injuries following

the COVID-19 jab. It took him 45 minutes to complete — a length of time that many doctors can’t or

won’t devote when it comes to reporting adverse vaccine reactions seen among their patients.

Warner, who is 29 years old, was at the peak of his career as a professional mountain bike racer

when, in June 2021, he got his second dose of P8zer’s COVID-19 shot. He suffered a reaction so

severe that, months later, he was still spending days in bed, easily overwhelmed by too much

mental or physical exertion.

“I believe where there is risk, there needs to be choice,” he said.  Instead, “People are being

coerced into making a decision based on lack of information versus being convinced of a decision

based on total information transparency.”  Despite the rising number of adverse effects being

reported in VAERS, top government oicials, such as NIAID director Dr. Anthony Fauci and CDC

director Dr. Rochelle Walensky, have attempted to discredit it.

Most notably, this occurred during a Senate hearing when both individuals implied that if a person

had received the jab and was then killed in a car accident, it’s possible it could be recorded in

VAERS as a vaccine injury.  However, while anyone can make a report to VAERS — a component

that critics use to claim that VAERS can contain errors and even false claims — due to the lengthy

and complicated submittal process, adverse events are notoriously under- — not over- — reported.

Shocking Stories of Athletes Harmed by COVID-19 Jabs

Warner developed pericarditis, postural orthostatic tachycardia syndrome (POTS) and reactive

arthritis following his second dose of P8zer’s COVID-19 shot.  Again, he’s a young, world-class

athlete whose life has been sidelined by the shots.

Unfortunately, many doctors are unwilling to acknowledge that the COVID-19 shots might be related

to patients’ injury complaints, and many who have been injured 8nd their stories have remained

hidden from public view, with YouTube, Instagram, Facebook and other social media platforms

censoring their personal stories and videos. Some, however, have made it through to mainstream

media, including:

• Florian Dagoury, a world record holder in static breath-hold freediving. After receiving his

second dose of P8zer’s COVID-19 injection, he experienced increased heart rate and a

reduction in his breath-holding capacity. A cardiologist diagnosed him with myocarditis and

pericarditis.  As a result of the shots, Dagoury’s career may be over.

• Jeremy Chardy, a 34-year-old professional tennis player ranked 73rd in the world, suspended

his season due to a severe adverse reaction to the COVID-19 shot, which left him unable to

engage in intense activity.

• Veteran triathlete Antoine Méchin, 32, is facing the potential end to his career after receiving

Moderna COVID-19 injections. After his second dose, he began to experience shortness of

breath and low-back pain, which turned out to be a pulmonary embolism.

The symptoms, which included breathing problems and arm pain, started after the 8rst dose,

but doctors brushed off his shortness of breath as related to stress and fatigue. About a

month after his second dose, shortness of breath and body pain returned. Only after testing at

a sports clinic was the pulmonary embolism revealed.

Unprecedented Cases of Athletes Collapsing and Dying

U.K. football legend and sports commentator Matt Le Tissier, featured in the video above, is among

those who have been speaking out about the large number of athletes who have collapsed or died

on the 8eld — and he lost his job as a commentator because of it. In an interview with Red Voice

Media, Le Tissier is asked about his thoughts on the surge of cardiac events in the sporting world,

to which he responded:

"I've never seen anything like it. I played for 17 years. I don't think I saw one person in 17

years have to come off the football pitch with breathing diYculties, clutching their heart,

heart problems …

The last year, it's just been unbelievable how many people, not just footballers but sports

people in general, tennis players, cricketers, basketball players, just how many are just

keeling over. And at some point, surely you have to say this isn't right, this needs to be

investigated."

By December 2021, 300 reports of athletes collapsing, and some dying, had already been

collected,  including high-pro8le European Soccer star Adama Traore, who clutched his chest and

collapsed on the 8eld. An updated report by Good Sciencing, a team of investigators, news editors,

journalists and “truth seekers,” has detailed 890 cardiac arrests and other serious issues among

athletes, including 579 deaths, following COVID-19 shots.

They’re maintaining a “nonexhaustive and continuously growing list of mainly young athletes who

had major medical issues in 2021/2022 after receiving one or more COVID vaccines” and note:

“It is deGnitely not normal for so many mainly young athletes to suffer from cardiac arrests

or to die while playing their sport, but this year it is happening. Many of these heart issues

and deaths come shortly after they got a COVID vaccine. While it is possible this can

happen to people who did not get a COVID vaccine, the sheer numbers clearly point to the

only obvious cause.

… Initially, many of these were not reported. We know that many people were told not to tell

anyone about their adverse reactions and the media was not reporting them. They started

happening and ramping up after the Grst COVID vaccinations.

The mainstream media still are not reporting most, but sports news cannot ignore the fact

that soccer players and other stars collapse in the middle of a game due to a sudden

cardiac arrest. Many of those die — more than 50%.

We also note that many posts in Facebook, Instagram, twitter, forums and news stories are

being removed. So now we are receiving some messages saying there is no proof of the

event or of vaccination status. That is partly because this information is being hidden.”

Gary Dempsey, a professional soccer player with a nearly two-decade career, also tweeted just how

unusual the recent wave of cardiac events among athletes is:

“Was a professional for nearly 20 years. From 1996. Played nearly 500 games. Club and

international level. Never ever was there 1 cardiac arrest. Either in the crowd or a player. It’s

actually quite scary.”

Heart Issues and Bell’s Palsy ‘Through the Roof’

The video above is from a mainstream sports channel in Australia,  detailing another professional

athlete, Ollie Wines, who is out of the game due to nausea, dizziness and heart palpitations.

With cases like this becoming impossible to ignore, the “Sunday Footy Show” panel speculated that

the health issues could be linked to COVID-19 shots, and one of the hosts acknowledged that

multiple players have suffered from heart issues and Bell’s palsy following COVID-19 booster shots.

“Wards 8lled with people suffering the same issues,” he said.

Former professional footballer Matthew Lloyd, who was recently diagnosed with Bell’s palsy, stated,

“Heart issues and Bell's palsy have gone through the roof since the boosters and Covid issues.”

During phase 3 clinical trials of mRNA COVID-19 shots, more cases of facial paralysis occurred in

the vaccine groups (seven out of 35,654) compared to the placebo group (one out of 35,611),

leading the U.S. Food and Drug Administration to recommended monitoring vaccine recipients for

facial paralysis.

Lloyd also said that he’s heard of many cases of heart issues similar to Wines’. “We had [sports

journalist] Michelangelo Rucci on … and he said that there's a ward 8lled with people with similar

symptoms to Ollie Wines — nausea, heart issues — so there has to be something more to it.”

It’s well known that toxic spike proteins can circulate in your body after infection or COVID-19

injection, causing damage to cells, tissues and organs. As your heart beats faster during intense

athletic activity, the spike proteins are able to circulate faster throughout your body, pointing to a

potential reason why so many athletes are collapsing on the 8eld.

It’s important that these stories are heard, so if you or a loved one has been injured by a COVID-19

injection, please share your story with us and encourage others you know who have a story to share

theirs as well.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant bestseller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

6,116 ratings

ORDER NOW
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Following Ukraine invasion, AT&T/DirectTV quickly removed RT and then OAN from its channels....and even internet access? Local news

reported several high school football players dropping dead on the 8eld, and emphasized these deaths were due to "natural causes."

Restricting information allows the creation of "THE" narrative which by now is being called bullshit by the voiceless majority. Watch what

happens as the state monopoly tries to block Elon Musk's bid to buy Twitter? The big games have always been rigged.
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"Everybody and their mother knew that the media was nothing less than a propaganda machine. They just tuned it out" Said a

friend from a country behind the former Iron Curtain. Watching athletes collapse on TV will surely trigger some thinking, feeling

and concern, raising awareness. So many deaths all at once, post jab, "natural causes" at such young ages? Oh really? This begs

incredulity.
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Hard to say you are wrong...
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Yes, Randall, the diabolical history of vaccines is being manifested every day, it needs to be expressed by the independent media.

Athletes and celebrities have more contact with the media and television, it is a good 8eld of action to convince people of the

serious risks they face with the Covid vaccine. Of course the brainwashing that is going on with covid vaccine misinformation, and

the smearing of scientists and doctors who pass on true health science, like Dr. Mercola, is the motive and needs of the 8ght in all.

possible fronts. Forcing experimental medical treatments on a healthy population just to get your "universal eu shot" out to the

world when you couldn't get it approved for another decade if there weren't an exception, made for "emergency use only" in a

"global pandemic." ”is criminal In the link a long list of athletes who died or collapsed "suddenly" due to heart problems

pennybutler.com/athletes-collapsing
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Highschool football players (teenagers), dropping dead while playing is anything but "natural". As you eloquently say, this a cover

up.
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In case you missed Lew Rockwell yesterday, here's my summation;  www.lewrockwell.com/.../doctor-doctor-mr-m-d
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Thanks for the lewrockwell comment. Very good info!
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Thank you for the link as well, excellent article!
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Classmates. com reports the passing of my peers aged 65-66. Several "active" classmates have died suddenly. They were high school

sports champs and maintained their health into their 60's. Or course many of the less healthy have died too. 65 has long been the make it

to or die age. Obits are not mentioning how many jabs the deceased have had. I don't think the general public understands there is a

connection.  We have noticed a raise in poor driving and general wiiness and suddenly looking old in much of the population. I believe

there is also a correlation between accelerating vit and min de8ciencies as immune systems struggle with spike proteins, producing

mental issues and rapid physical aging in many but not all.
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I have noticed this a well. I work in a barber shop and mostly do 50+ Men. They all look older. Plus a few have had their cancer

come back and die. Or been diagnosed with cancer. It’s a shame. I have had more deaths in the past 18 months than in the past 15

years of working there. Thanks for your perspective.
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Novak Djokovic is looking smarter every day, Nadal is looking more like the fool he is. I was a Nadal fan until his inane and unforgivable

comments about Novak and the jab.
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Totally agree!
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And then they call the naturopaths the quacks! And then they invoke "safe and effective" while calling the truth about so-called "side

effects" (better known as medical maiming and murder) "misinformation"! They claim "Correlation does not equal causation" while

athletes collapse on the 8eld---when? Post jab, of course! What a cheapskate brainwasher/headgame-player's way to just plain slide out

of any responsibility (puke!) The powers that be *know* immune and autoimmune physiology, and they *know* there is a direct

correlation! (If they don't know they need to go back to Day 1 medical school!) And they falsely mislead, misname these messenger RNA-

containing genetic modi8cation jabs "vaccines" while they have the nerve to say others are spreading misinformation!

www.fda.gov/.../download  It's time to turn the tables, and bigtime! They are exactly describing themselves!
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"And then they call the naturopaths the quacks!" Give 'em a taste of their own medicine, (pun intended), ALLOQUACKS!!! And here is

their fearless leader, https://quackwatch.org/  ~~~ www.old.quackwatch.org/.../mercola.html
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Grulla; I did not know that Stephen Barrett, M.D. was still alive. I see his 8rst item of importance is donations. He is still a eunky (in

my opinion), for big pharma.
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Hey there "BB2", conversely, I did not know he had passed away??? Anyone else???
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My friend, just turned 43, was found dead in her bed Friday morning. Hercules, California. What 43-year-old does in their sleep?
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What 27 year old champion swimmer dies from a heart attack! Italian Maria Papano....? So tragic, so wrong!
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A Staggering Number of Athletes Collapsed This Past Year
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ) Fact Checked

More than 769 athletes have collapsed on the 8eld during a game from March 2021 to March 2022*

The shocking statistic was revealed by One America News Network (OAN), which also found the average age of the athletes who suffered

cardiac arrest is just 23 years old

*

An updated report by Good Sciencing, a team of investigators, news editors, journalists and “truth seekers,” has detailed 890 cardiac arrests

and other serious issues among athletes, including 579 deaths, following COVID-19 shots

*

With cases like these becoming impossible to ignore, even a mainstream media sports channel in Australia speculated that the health

issues could be linked to COVID-19 shots, and one of the hosts acknowledged that multiple players have suffered from heart issues and

Bell’s palsy following COVID-19 booster shots

*
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Its time to get the Nuremberg Trials part 2 going ... we have enough evidence now when you add in the Insurance companies data from

both US and Europe with the Athletes, ... we need some Attorney Generals or multiple DAs to dig in.. or a Congressional investigation...

lets contact our various representatives and Governor's... we can do this.. lets each make at least one contact via email and phone

ideally.. Everyday make at least One contact.. WE CAN put these criminals behind bars... persistence RULES the DAY...
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brodiebrock12
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Until the same old "could be linked" says "is linked" to injections nothing changes. Plausible deniability and zero accountability
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It is possible that reporting a car accident to VAERS is NOT incorrect. The reason? It could be a "vaccident", caused by a stroke, heart

attack, or seizure while driving, due to having received COVID shots.
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"In the end, everything will be connected to a single implantable device that will hold your digital identity, health data and programmable

CBDCs. Your digital identity, in turn, will include everything that can be known about you through surveillance via implanted biosensors,

your computer, smartphone, GPS, social media, online searches, purchases and spending habits. Algorithms will then decide what you

can and cannot do based on who you are."  Anyone who thinks this is a good thing needs to have their head examined. Learn how to say

"no way."
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badboy2
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Long before Covid, youngsters in the US were dropping dead on the playing 8elds. This I believe, and science backs it up, that

supplementing with selenium would decrease these sudden deaths from happening. In Vietnam, deceased soldiers of average age 25

and less, during autopsies, were found to have hardening of the arteries. It was stated then that their arteries were that of old men and

had they lived, it was believed that they would not have lived a long and healthy life. A change from a poor diet, and a supplementation of

the mineral selenium, just 200mcg a day, would have made a big difference.

Se is also essential for proper function of the thyroid, and in young adults, Se de8ciency appears as anemia, chronic fatigue, muscular

weakness, myalgia, muscle tenderness, pancreatitis, infertility, muscular dystrophy, scoliosis, and cardiomyopathy, which is especially

common in young athletes such as basketball and football players at the high schools, college, university and professional levels.
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This may be true but what explains the sudden increase? Athletes usually have healthy diets .
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The sudden increase can be due to the increase intake of junk foods and the increased use of chemicals in the soil (only synthetic

fertilizers are used on large farms), and food preparation, unfermented soy, false info on vegetables oils, = heart problems, less

nutrition in prepared fast foods, farm soils depleted of minerals, (if the minerals are not in the soil, it will not get into the plant),

more (synthetic) drug use, pesticides, herbicides, synthetic fertilizers as mentioned but since humans, (all manuals for that

matter), do not have receptors to handle synthetic drugs, which includes synthetic eu vaccines.

The pharmaceutical industry made these Covid vaccines with aborted female and male fetus (dead babies) cells in hope that it

would produce less side effects from the drug. First of all, there were no testing done of human cells, (dead as they are), or

humans being injected for long term effects. The FDA takes the word of the manufacturer who have a sole proprietary interest in

making money. My speaking for the FDA, and sounding like the Goofy cartoon character, "duh, that's good enough for me"! shucks!

 Sorry to say, but not all athletes have healthy diets all the time.

Body builders for example, who know more about nutrition than most athletes, many scarf on ice cream after a contest. What do

high schoolers do after a game; eat pizza and drink sodas to celebrate. Since youngsters in school won't eat a normal breakfast of

eggs and such; the schools end of making pizza on a stick and other non-nutritious foods to get them to eat something. I look at

school menus in the newspaper from different schools near me, and the menus are lacking good nutrition and bordering on

harmful, (in my opinion).
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Huh? I was in the Army. The only fatalities I saw ir heard about were from gun shots or hand grenades or napalm. And agent

orange years after. Show us some reliable stars please! Gracias..
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Sanbruno69; There was 58 thousand deaths in Vietnam in only 10 years That was back in my era of the service. Since you

mentioned Agent Orange, 156 thousand came home from Vietnam with Agent Orange complications. Just an FYI.
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Unfortunately, most people won't know or care --- until some really famous, super-star, celebrity succumbs. But even then, they'll say he or

she died of "natural causes".
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Australia is a nation of sports lovers. Our most popular former cricketer Shane Warne, 52, died from a massive heart attack. There

were some reports that he received his 3rd jab (booster) a week before. Of course, oicial report and autopsy was "natural

causes". Also, another former Australian cricketer Ryan Campbell, aged 50, is in an induced coma after suffering a heart attack

last week in London.
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interesting interview with the footballer, particularly the question re: correlation vs. causation. When the number of incidents is grossly

outsized compared to previous years, it should be natural to question why that is. I'd suggest applying this to the sheer number of

childhood vaccines required these days and the various allergies and other conditions that were very rare when I was a kid. I do not recall

one single person who was allergic to peanuts, peanut butter, or any related product. If not the vaccines, then what?  The only real

variable in the equation involving sports is the vaccine.

If the job is not a factor, then what has caused the increase in deaths? The very fact that neither journos will ask the question nor will

politicians consider it is quite telling in itself. I'll even concede the proponents of the jabs were well-meaning initially; they believed the

claims about the drugs and thought that those claims were being made in good faith. But come on; at some point, the light has to come

on. There cannot be a rash of side effects without someone bothering to ask why.
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It’s not worth risking your life over
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So many companies and institutions have forced the jabs on their employers I worry the economy can't withstand the lawsuits. OTOH, any

employer mandating jabs deserves total destruction. What a mess. I'm rooting for the lawyers in this one, regardless of the economic

consequences.
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John Stockton the NBA hall of famer has been a strong voice on this!
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The reaction to his heroism in speaking out is terrible. Which is why so many stay silent.
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Steelj...what have you heard about Stockton and what he has faced in speaking up? I do remember Gonzaga University suspended

his season tickets because he resisted masking
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Unfortunately, the pandemic of intentional ignoring and ignorance has become endemic.
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But, but, but...these incidents are so RARE!
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"It will never happen to me/you" is not always a smart, or even a safe, assumption to make. (So misnamed where it is really a

genetic modi8cation jab containing messenger RNA www.fda.gov/.../download  ) "Vaccines are our saving grace" why are they

touted as the Sole solution? And the Sole science? Why do most people not investigate the ingredients before taking the jabs?

Ignorance is Not always bliss!
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Thank you Dr Mercola for writing about this topic, it is the *one* that may wake up the mainstream! Appreciation.~*~*~* (new paragraph)

When watching the winter Olympics I had to notice how one skier, formerly a constant gold medalist, was veering off course, missing

marks, and falling down. Neurological? Then along came that amazing snowboarder Shawn White, who came out and said it on public

interview after his very last Olympic event "one leg was lagging behind the other" (**if I recall correctly**, it was his left leg) and his

performance suffered accordingly.

Well isn't that neurological? What is wrong with people who don't see this? It requires no doctor's degree to 8gure this out. We can't

diagnose oicially, but we surely do have every right to notice, wonder about it, and be very concerned. *~*~*~*Someone I know as

acquaintance, had a teenaged family member go into a coma lasting two or three months after getting her jab. Her case is being followed

by a major medical center to study it and see what can be done to never let this happen again.

So why are the jabs being administered....again, and again, and again? This begs our skepticism and much investigation, and much action

above and beyond. ~*~*~* Anybody with a capital A who calls this "misinformation" must stand trial for covering up violent medical

crimes and murder. And they fully deserve to do prison time. Shame on Anybody who tries to stiee the information highway, while calling

it "misinformation!" They are obviously afraid, very afraid of the truth coming out, and they have a lot to hide, what can be more obvious?

~*~*~* Last but not least, I think that with time the truth is going to come out, and people are going to wake up at last. Evidently that time

is starting now. Further, people will lose faith in BigPharma and defect in droves to natural medicine. I predict it! Watch and see! Ten years

ago, 25% of the nation was using alternative medicine due to euphemistically named "Side effects".
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I suggest that the best way to wake up the slumbering giant is to save this article and its youtubes, and send it around. People

really relate to the athletes, this will wake up many (not all) people in denial! Dear Dr Mercola, please keep writing articles about

the athletes! Thank you. PS Dr Mercola please also note that when downloading the articles and all of their live links (thank you for

this!) the youtubes do Not download.
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Ouch, what a screw up, taking out young athletes', one of the most important distractions for the general public.
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Why does it seem to be happening in Europe but not here? I haven't heard of any NBA, NFL or MLB player dying, and 80% of them

have got the shot.
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"Jonesy", it must be those energy drinks...sarc. duckduckgo.com/?q=energy+drinks&t=newext&atb=v282-1&iax=im..
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HA!
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The trolls are here!
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More than one source corroborates the number of collapses. Too bad OANN was cited, because, "One America News Network (OANN),

also known as One America News (OAN), is a far-right,[17] pro-Trump[27] cable channel founded by Robert Herring Sr. and owned by

Herring Networks, Inc., that launched on July 4, 2013.[32] The channel is known for promoting falsehoods and conspiracy theories.[49] In

November 2020, YouTube suspended OANN for one week and ended its ability to monetize its existing content as a 8rst strike under its

three-strike community guideline violation policy for advertising a false cure for COVID-19.[47] In 2021, the channel was sued by

Dominion Voting Systems and Smartmatic for promoting false claims that the companies had engaged in election fraud during the 2020

presidential election.[50][51] " (Wikipedia) To appease Shannon Flaherty's judgement of my lazy research, "Thinking is diicult, that is why

most people judge" (Jung) So, additional sources below are a few of many that view OANN not credible: "Overall, we rate One America

News Questionable based on far-right bias, lack of sourcing, promotion of conspiracy theories, and propaganda, as well as numerous

failed fact checks.

OAN is not a credible news source." (Media Bias/Fact Check) "Media Bias/Fact Check a non-partisan site that rates news sources for bias

and factual reliability, rates OANN as very far to the right politically and “mixed” for factual reporting.

It shares the same “Right Bias” list as Breitbart and Fox News. Media Bias/Fact Check is fully transparent about its methodology, funding,

and staing. A look at their website would give you an opportunity to see if you 8nd their positioning fair. It seems to me they have it

about right on most media." (Alan Eggleston, Book Editor, Quora.com, Aug 11, 2017) "What OAN does offer viewers is a diet of right-wing

conspiracy theories and pro-Trump commentary mixed in with wire video news packages , , , ," (CNN Business.com, 5/8/2020)
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Consider YOUR source, blitzie. Wikipedia? The George Soros/Big Pharma-funded censorship machine? When you take the time

and do some ACTUAL research, instead of regurgitating BS the lazy way, THEN we will take you seriously.
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Wow, blitzie, you're citing the fact Yahoo, MSN, Wikipedia, and fact checkers trash OANN? To be accused of falsehoods by those

liars is a badge of honor. I have no clue whether OANN is reliable or not, but your post makes them seem very worth a look.
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Moron
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Joined On 9/4/2015 2:51:15 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Badosa had a gastroenteritis. Stop spreading misinformation.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/19/2022 2:23:35 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

TheMagoo
Joined On 6/8/2021 12:56:33 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Those like yourself are becoming desperate, you cherry pick one small piece and totally ignor the bigger picture. the evidence is

overwhelming. These shots, these experimental treatments are dangerous. Pathetic comment, if you want to be the great detective

how about doing your job correctly and look at all the evidence.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/19/2022 3:33:23 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

ChrisColes
Joined On 5/3/2009 2:40:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Having lived in Southampton England from the age of seven, until my thirties, and thus being a supporter of Southampton football

club, I am an enthusiastic supporter of Mat Le Tissier. And notice how he is presenting his viewpoint; slowly, carefully, without any

histrionics. These are the simple facts that are destroying the entire COVID scam. Deaths and serious injuries are rocketing, and

anyone not accepting the evidence has allowed themselves to be blinded by the lies sent out to try and justify what are,

undoubtedly, crimes against humanity.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/19/2022 4:13:01 AM
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bowgirl
Joined On 12/3/2011 6:17:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Your point is? Perhaps the gabs trigger all sorts of things especially viruses such as gastroenteritis.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/19/2022 5:14:16 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Iga7761 boo to you! You yourself are blockading the cause of truth, which is itself the deepest form of misinformation that there is,

and nothing more or less than a gag order. While people die, you have the nerve to say this. Shame on you! As for gastroenteritis,

that can be a symptom of autoimmune attack. You don't think that these symptoms are all related to that same underlying

common denominator? If you don't think so, then wake up! www.fda.gov/.../download  And if you don't think that autoimmune

attack could be, and would be, related to an MRNA vaccine I suggest you get educated about immune system physiology. And

once so educated, don't you or anybody else tell me that Fauci, Walensky, and all others involved don't know what they are doing by

touting these jabs. It's really time for EVERYBODY to wake up, and fast too!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/19/2022 6:13:14 AM

' Like  ( Dislike
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